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The next stage in the European Emission Standards for OffHighway Vehicles (NRMM) – Stage IV - will go into effect in
2014. Compliance with these standards presents an ongoing
challenge to all manufacturers of diesel engines and
applications. The Selective Catalytic Reduction system (SCR)
has been seen as the right answer to meet the more stringent
new emission regulations. SCR is comprised of a special
catalytic chamber built into the exhaust system of a diesel
engine. SCR uses a Diesel Emissions Fluid (DEF) as a means
of reducing the gaseous noxious nitrogen oxides (NOx) in the
engine exhausts and requires specialty hose assemblies to
handle the hot gases and process fluids.
Gates has developed a unique design for high quality SCR
assemblies. Since the DEF freezes at -12°C, it is critical that
the tank supply line, the tank return line and the pressure line
of the SCR are able to heat it quickly. The Gates nylon-based
hose construction has a special carbon fiber sleeve and EPDM
insulation jacket, and comes with heated fittings (SAE J2044
compliant quick connection couplings.). Extended comparative
testing of various SCR heated hoses assembly designs out in
the market has been carried out. Compared to coiled wire
designs, Gates’ patent pending technology of carbon fiber
braided sleeves allows for more uniform fluid heating and thus
much shorter time to thaw the fluid. Furthermore, customizable
hose lengths offer greater flexibility in design.
Also the protection of the connectors has been seen as an
important point for optimal performance of the SCR system.
Field tests have proven that moisture ingression can cause
SCR assembly failure due to electrical connections corroding
and eventually stop working. Gates thermoplastic over-mould
design overcomes this concern. When subjected to salt spray
testing per ASTM B390 for more than 18 months now, the
assemblies have not had any change in electrical resistance
which would affect the heating performance.
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Gates Corporation is a global diversified industrial company that provides advanced
power transmission and fluid transfer solutions by engineering products and services
that reduce the total cost of ownership for a wide variety of applications. Our products
and services serve customers in five key end market segments:
Energy/Exploration/Extraction, Infrastructure & Agriculture, Transportation, Automotive,
and Process & Specialty. As an engineering leader with a strong foundation in
research and development, Gates is committed to advancing the science of motion
performance by developing safe, forward-thinking products, services, systems, and
solutions, as well as fostering long-term customer and employee relationships.
Headquartered in Denver, Colorado, Gates employs over 14,000 people across 106
locations in 30 countries.
If it moves you, there’s a good chance Gates has a part in it.
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